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ABSTRACT 

Energy of intramolecular interaction cannot be measured experimentally. Deeply-rooted in the 

Interacting Quantum Atoms framework, expressions for a fragment attributed molecular system 

energy change (FAMSEC) are proposed and implemented to quantify energy contribution made 

by a molecular fragment G = {A,B} made of interacting atoms. A classical nature of (i) N•••H 

(in protonated ethylenediamine, Hen) and O•••H (in protonated ethanolamine, Hea) and (ii) 

O•••O (in eclipsed glycol, gc) was fully recovered and their origin explored; N•••H and O•••H 

stabilize respective molecules locally, local-FAMSEC, and globally, mol-FAMSEC (opposite 

applies to O•••O in gc). Higher energy of planar biphenyl (bph) was attributed to (i) C-atoms 

linking the rings due to an unfavorable change in interactions with all atoms of bph and (ii) 

increase in self-atomic energies of the remaining C-atoms of the bph bay. Considering ortho-

hydrogens, they (i) do not conform to steric clash, (ii) resemble stabilizing interactions in Hen 

and Hea and (iii) follow changes in physical properties (on interaction formation) found for 

heteroatoms in Hen and Hea (opposite was found for O-atoms in gc). Moreover, the mol-

FAMSEC term (i) accounts to some extent, although indirectly, for the geometric deformation 

energy of all atoms not involved in the intramolecular interaction, (ii) equally applies to any kind 

of (de)stabilizing or QTAIM (non)bonded interaction, and (iii) can equally be used for any size 

of a molecular fragment (e.g. functional groups) as well as for intermolecular interactions.  

 

 

Keywords: Interacting Quantum Atom; Interacting Quantum Fragments; Chemical bond; Steric 

clash; Intramolecular interaction; Biphenyl.   
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1. Introduction 

 Inter- and intramolecular interactions, e.g., hydrogen bonds, are extensively investigated [1,2] 

but their bond energy is not a physical observable, hence it is not directly measurable.  One can 

gain a valuable insight on the nature of an intermolecular interaction by employing the energy 

and charge decomposition techniques [3–5] and stabilization of a molecule can be estimated as 

the difference between the energy of a complex and the energies of its isolated monomers [6–9].  

It is important to realize, however, that even when the same kind of intermolecular H-bond is 

considered, e.g., OH•••O, one observes different energetic stabilization attributed to this 

interaction in different molecules which clearly indicates importance of the surrounding atomic 

environment.  In other words, the computed difference between the energy of the adduct and the 

sum of the energies of the separate component molecules does not provide direct information on 

energy contribution, made only by atoms involved in the interatomic H-bond, to a molecular 

system.  

 It is generally accepted that the energy decrease of a conformer of a molecule with an 

intramolecular hydrogen bond, when compared with an energy of a H-bond-free conformer of 

this molecule, is related to the strength of a X–H•••Y interaction, which in turn depends on the 

nature and properties of the X- and Y-atoms.  Unfortunately, one is not able to take a full 

advantage of classical energy partitioning schemes [3–5] in exploring intramolecular bonds 

because the overall energy effect between two molecular fragments is largely dominated by the 

reconstruction of a broken covalent bond.  Instead, a suitable reference molecule(s) is often used 

to estimate the intramolecular hydrogen bond energy from (i) the calculated barriers for internal 

rotations of the end groups [7], (ii) ‘thermodynamic cycle’ of transitions between different 

structures [10] or combination of conformational, isodesmic or reference-free methods [11] 

involving the geometry corrected method [12], the related rotamers method [13,14], and 

Espinosa’s method [15].  To account for distant interactions of the H-bond region with the 

remainder of the system, dedicated parameters, Q or  [16] and rp [17], were used in the study 
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of resonance-assisted hydrogen-bond cooperativity to describe -electron delocalization in the -

electron spacer linking the proton-donating and proton-accepting parts of the H-bond [18].  

Finally, to estimate the energy of intramolecular H-bond, the molecular tailoring approach was 

proposed involving addition/subtraction of the single point energies of tailored individual 

molecular fragments [19]. 

 The presence of Bader’s atomic interaction line (a bond path, BP, defined within the quantum 

theory of atoms in molecule, QTAIM [20]) points at the presence of an inter- or intramolecular 

interaction and, not surprisingly, topological properties at a bond critical point (BCP) were used 

to uncover the nature and compare the relative strength of the interactions [8,9,15].  It is well 

documented that the presence of a BP indicates a privileged exchange-correlation channel which 

is of a stabilizing nature [21].  However, besides classical H-bonds, there are different 

intramolecular interactions which might be either of stabilizing or destabilizing nature even 

when a BP is observed.  This is because the local diatomic interaction might be overall 

destabilizing [22–28] when, e.g., electrostatic term of the interaction dominates and is of 

repulsive nature.  Recently, a Non-covalent Interaction (NCI) method [29–31] (it is making use 

of the reduced density gradient which, in density functional theory, describes the deviation from 

a homogeneous electron distribution) was proposed to identify intramolecular ‘attractive’ 

(density accumulation) and ‘repulsive’ (density depletion) interactions.  It is consistent with 

topological properties (electron density) at a bond critical point, but its major advantage is in the 

analysis of interactions when a bond path is not observed.   

 Clearly, a great effort has been made and numerous methods and approaches were developed 

to gain information about the nature and strength of intramolecular interactions but they still 

remain elusive, particularly when compared with the insight one can gain from an analysis of 

intermolecular interactions.  Moreover, it appears that all the above mentioned methods are 

largely focused on the strength of an intramolecular interaction by estimating energetic 

contribution localized to the interatomic region between atoms involved in such interaction.   
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 Any bonded or non-bonded intramolecular interaction might be either (i) just an unavoidable 

feature of a rigid molecular structure (e.g., a steric contact between H-atoms in a planar 

biphenyl) or (ii) a result of a preferential conformational change to minimize the energy of a 

molecule due to formation of, e.g., a classical intramolecular H-bond.  In principle, one should 

be able to computationally construct a suitable conformer, regardless whether higher or lower in 

energy, where such intramolecular interaction is absent.  Hence, this interaction-free structure 

should be suitable as a reference state, ref, to monitor any change of interest when a final 

structure, fin, of this molecule with an intramolecular interaction is formed.  Furthermore, to gain 

a deeper insight on the nature of intramolecular interaction between atoms A and B and to 

estimate the energy contribution made to the entire molecule by the molecular fragment G made 

of A and B atoms, it would be of great interest and fundamental importance to identify, quantify 

and understand all major atomic and interatomic energy changes taking place throughout a 

molecule when ref changes to fin.  This is exactly the approach taken here and it comes from a 

simple realization that on any 3D change of a molecule, global (on a molecular scale) energy 

changes involving all atoms must take place.  We propose here, deeply rooted in the IQA 

technique [32], a fragment attributed molecular system energy change (FAMSEC) concept and 

methodology which makes use of the IQA-defined one-body (atomic) and two-body 

(interatomic) components of the total molecular energy but as stressed by Francisco et al. [33] 

‘Both contributions actually include all the many-body interactions that result from a quantum 

mechanical calculation’.  This relatively simple and of general purpose protocol (designed to 

study attractive or repulsive, bonded or non-bonded interactions, regardless if a BP is present or 

not) is tested here on four model molecules, protonated ethylenediamine (Hen), protonated 

ethanolamine (Hea), glycol (gc) and biphenyl (bph).   

 

2. Computational details 

 All structures, except the eclipsed form of a glycol (where steric clash between O-atoms takes 

place) and planar form of bph (where steric clash between H-atoms takes place) were optimized 
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without constraints using Gaussian 09, Revision D.01 [34], at the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level of 

theory.  Structures of Hen, Hea and gc were computed in the simulated aqueous environment 

(PCM/UFF) whereas data related to bph were obtained in the gas phase.  In some cases we have 

also used data obtained from the single point calculations (SPC) at a B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) 

level performed on the MP2-optimized structures and this will be clearly stated in the text.  The 

fin forms of gc (eclipsed) and bph (planar) were fully energy optimized with a relevant dihedral 

angle being constrained.  When wavefunctions required for the QTAIM and IQA analyses were 

generated in Gaussian from the MP2-optimized structures then a keyword ‘density=current’ was 

used.  Topological analysis, including molecular graph generation and calculation of all energy 

terms within the QTAIM and IQA frameworks, was carried out using Keith’s AIMAll software 

[35] with default settings.  Note that an accurate implementation of IQA requires well-defined 

second order density matrix but it is not implemented in AIMAll software for post HF levels of 

theory.  Hence, the computed IQA-defined energy terms at B3LYP and MP2 levels are 

approximate due to the fact that the Müller approximation of the two-electron density matrix in 

terms of natural orbitals of the one-electron density matrix is used. However, the analysis of 

relative trends and the conclusions arrived at from this work should be considered as valid and 

representative as exemplified by full recovery of all characteristic properties of classical 

(de)stabilizing intramolecular interactions investigated in this work.  

 

3. Concept of the FAMSEC 

 We want to achieve our main aim, a quantified energy contribution made to either a molecule 

or a molecular system by a new 3D placement of a selected molecular fragment, without 

breaking any existing ‘structural’ (covalent) bond.  This immediately appeals to a direct use of 

the IQA-defined effective and net energies of a molecular fragment [32,36], concepts which can 

be traced back to ideas coming from the theory of electronic separability of McWeeny [37] but 

were not used extensively within the IQA framework.  To make it more descriptive for chemists 

at large and easier to link the use of a molecular fragment’s effective and net energies with 
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changes taking place throughout a molecule on an interaction formation, let us start with 

perfectly suited for the purpose IQA primary energy components ( X

addE , X

selfE  and XY

intE ) [32].  

 The energy of a molecule, E, is partitioned into the additive atomic energy of any atom X, 

X

addE , such that  

 
X

X

addEE

 

(1) 

and this is schematically presented in Fig. S1(a) of the SI.  Furthermore, the additive atomic 

energy, say of an atom A in Fig. S1 of the SI, can be decomposed within the IQA framework to a 

self-atomic energy, A

selfE  (a one-body component) and diatomic interaction energies between the 

atom A and any other atom X in a molecule, AX

intE  (a two-body component) as described by Eq. 

2; this energy partitioning is schematically represented in Fig. S1(b) of the SI. 

 
A

addE  = A

selfE +
AX

AX

int5.0 E .  (2) 

In other words, the energy E of a molecule consists of all self-atomic and diatomic interaction 

energies  

 


X

X

selfEE + 
X XY

XY

int5.0 E     (3) 

where the 
X XY

XY

int5.0 E  term is the energy contribution coming from all unique diatomic 

interactions within the molecular system, regardless whether atoms are covalently bonded or not.   

 When a molecule changes from a ref state (in principle (i) one is free to select any structure of 

a molecule which is most suitable for a particular purpose and this will become obvious from 

sections that follow and (ii) by using different ref states one can gain further insight on nature 

and underlying origin of an interaction) to fin state, most significant energy changes are expected 

to be observed among the diatomic interaction energies because of different relative to each 

other 3D placement of atoms.  Variation in the self-atomic energies might be less significant 

provided that (i) the volume of atomic basin (hence the interatomic surface) does not change 

much, (ii) large charge transfer (out- or inflow of electrons from and to atomic basin) does not 
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take place and (iii) electronic reorganization within atomic basin is negligible [32].  Because, 

besides quantifying changes in X

selfE  and XY

intE  we also want to gain an additional insight on the 

A•••B interaction, we will (i) express the interaction energy between the atoms separately and 

(ii) write all the energy expressions with clear focus on atoms A and B, to make notation as 

intuitive and self-explanatory as possible.  At the same time, it will be shown how these 

expressions fall into more general IQA-defined energy terms, expressed in the molecular 

fragment notation, reported previously [32,36]; for convenience, a full set of applicable energy 

terms (symbols and equations) is included in Part 1 of the SI. 

 Let us now consider a molecule as consisting of two fragments, a fragment G made of two 

atoms A and B which are involved in, e.g., a classical intramolecular interaction in fin state of a 

molecular system and a fragment H which contains all the remaining atoms.  Relative to the ref 

state of a molecular system, a self-atomic energy change of atoms constituting the fragment G 

when in the fin state can be written as 

 
G
selfE  = A

selfE + B

selfE  = ( A

self

fin E – A

self

ref E ) + ( B

self

fin E – B

self

ref E )   (4) 

and this can be interpreted as a deformation energy of the fragment G, which is typically positive 

when atoms A and B are involved in a bonding interaction [32].  The combined change in the 

interaction energy, for the two atoms A and B, with all other atoms in a molecule, i.e. atoms of 

the fragment H, can be expressed as 

 




H

G

X

X

intE  = 
H

G

X

X

int

fin
E – 

H

G

X

X

int

ref
E    

       = 
















 

 HHHH X

BX

int

X

AX

int

ref

X

BX

int

X

AX

int

fin

EEEE       (5) 

which also represents a change in the interfragment interaction energy component, 
GH
intE , 

between atoms of fragment G and atoms of fragment H [32].  Note that the geometry of atoms 

XH in the ref and fin states of a molecular system can also change and this might result in 
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somewhat different (i) density distribution within atomic basins as well as (ii) net charge of these 

atoms.  These two changes in the atoms’ physical properties, in addition to their different 3D 

placement in ref and fin states, will also contribute to the computed change in the interaction 

energy term expressed in Eq. 5; hence, the geometric deformation energy of atoms not involved 

in the intramolecular interaction is, although indirectly, accounted for to some extent.  

 Even though atoms A and B might not be involved in an obvious, or classical, intramolecular 

interaction in ref (implying that their interatomic distance is larger than the sum of their van der 

Waals radii) they still interact with each other regardless of their placement.  Because of that, we 

must account also for the change in the interaction energy between the two atoms,  

 
AB

intE  = AB

int

fin E – AB

int

ref E   (6) 

which can also be seen as the change in the intrafragment interaction energy, G
intE .  By 

combining the three energy terms (defined in Eqs. 4-6) we obtain the expression of interest  

 
G

mol-attrE  = G
selfE + AB

intE + 



H

G

X

X

intE  (7) 

which can also be written in more general fashion where any size of molecular fragments, say M 

and N, can be considered, namely 

 
M

mol-attrE  = 
M
selfE +

M
intE +

MN
intE . (8) 

where 
M
intE  accounts for the total intrafragment interaction energy between atoms of the 

fragment M whereas 
MN
intE  stays for the interfragment interaction energy term, i.e., all 

diatomic interactions between atoms of M and atoms of N.   

 Realizing that terms in Eq. 7 account for all (i) atoms in ref and fin states of a molecule, (ii) 

IQA-defined primary energy terms and (iii) energy contributions related to the atoms of the 

selected fragment G, we interpret the sum of the three terms, G
mol-attrE , as an energy contribution 

the molecular fragment G makes to an entire molecule when it changes from a ref to fin state (for 

brevity, we will call this energy term as a fragment attributed molecular system energy change, 
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mol-FAMSEC).  Furthermore, the sum of first two terms in Eq. 7 accounts for bonding and non-

bonding regions within the G fragment, hence it can be interpreted as the localized to G energy 

change, G
loc-attrE  (local-FAMSEC) a molecule experiences when going from the ref to fin state,  

 
G

loc-attrE  = G
selfE + AB

intE  . (9) 

Hence, Eq. 7 can be written as the sum of two components,  

 
G

mol-attrE  = G
loc-attrE + 




H

G

X

X

intE , (10) 

which, in more general form, can be written as 
M

mol-attrE  = 
M

loc-attrE +
MN
intE .   

 The energy of a molecule can also be recovered by the use of energy terms defined for 

molecular fragments [32] and it is possible to show, see Part 2 of the SI, that the local and global 

energy changes can be expressed as differences in the net and effective energies of molecular 

fragment, G
loc-attrE = G

netE  and G
mol-attrE = G

effE , respectively.   

 Finally, it is important to stress that G
mol-attrE  must not be confused with either (i) the change in 

the electronic molecular energies when going from ref to fin, E = 
fin

E – 
ref

E, or (ii) the strength 

of an intramolecular interaction between A and B.  As a matter of fact, the G
mol-attrE  term might 

and, in principle, should be significantly different than E because the mol-FAMSEC term does 

not account for all energy changes in a molecule.  However, if the focus is on a leading 

intramolecular interaction involving atoms of a selected G fragment, then one might expect 

G
mol-attrE =  G

effE > E .  Also, because one is free to probe any fragment to test its contribution to 

the molecular energy change, it is reasonable to expect mol-FAMSEC << E in some instances.  

By ‘interrogating’ the specified three energy contributions, G
selfE , AB

intE = G
intE  and 




H

G

X

X

intE =

GH
intE , we hope to gain an important insight on their significance, hence the origin and 

predominant physical nature of the mol-FAMSEC = G
effE  and local-FAMSEC = G

netE  terms.   
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3.1. Computationally affordable mol-FAMSEC expressions 

 It is important to stress that the use of Eq. 7 requires computationally expensive IQA 

calculations for all atoms in a molecule.  Then one might question the suitability of the FAMSEC 

concept for the study of large(r) systems (note that only small molecules were investigate by 

IQA to date).  Just as an example, there are 231 unique diatomic interactions (all two-body and 

computationally most time-consuming components) in the investigated here biphenyl which is 

made of 22 atoms; hence, using the ref state of bhp requires computing 462 diatomic 

interactions to gain an insight on a single H--H contact from the FAMSEC perspective which can 

be seen as computationally unaffordable.   

 However, as shown in details in Part 3 of the SI, it is possible to obtain G
mol-attrE  either from 

Eq. 11 

 
G

mol-attrE  = 2 G
addΔE – G

selfE – AB

intE  (11) 

or from Eq. 12 (for details see Part 4 of the SI) 

 
G

mol-attrE  = G
selfE – AB

intE + 



AX

AX

intE + 



BX

BX

intE .    (12) 

Note that Eqs 11 and 12 involve just two atoms of interest (the latter equation provides all the 

energy terms seen in Eq. 7), hence, now they can be computed economically. 

 Recalling that (i) the additive and self-atomic energies are always large and negative and (ii) 

the 
AX

AX

int0.5E  values are always negative for any selected atom A, a direct interpretation of 

these energy terms might not be straightforward.  However, by monitoring changes taking place 

throughout a molecule (when going from its ref to fin state) one might gain an invaluable insight 

on the origin and significance of changes observed when, e.g., understanding of intramolecular 

interactions is of interest.  This is exactly the approach taken here which makes use of grouped-

on-purpose IQA-defined energy terms.  Obviously, a full IQA exploration of molecules is often 

not a feasible option.  But, as demonstrated above, regardless of the size of a molecule, it is still 

possible to obtain all energy contributions in the mol-FAMSEC term by performing the IQA 
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calculations only on two selected atoms.  Consequently, this makes investigation of 

intramolecular bonds and interactions in large(r) molecules feasible.  

 

4.  Results and discussions 

 We decided to explore both, (de)stabilizing, interactions in selected molecules, namely: 

protonated ethylenediamine (Hen), protonated ethanolamine (Hea), glycol (gc) and biphenyl 

(bph).  These molecules are presented, as molecular graphs, in Table 1, where E = 
fin

E – 
ref

E, 

interatomic distances between atoms involved in close contacts and, when applicable, electron 

densities at a BCP are also shown.  In general, the selection of molecular systems used can be 

seen as comprising two sets of molecules which classically, when just an interatomic distance is 

considered, could be classified as characterized by a presence of intramolecular (i) stabilizing 

H11•••N7 and H12•••O7 interactions in Hen and Hea, respectively, in the first set of molecules, 

and (ii) destabilizing O7•••O9 and H9•••H16 interactions caused by steric clashes in gc and bph, 

respectively, in the second set.  One must note that significantly smaller than the sum of the van 

der Waals radii interatomic distances are observed between atoms of all molecular fragments G 

marked with an oval in Table 1; all remaining atoms of a molecule constitute a molecular 

fragment H.  The relevant and intramolecular-interaction-free ref structures of these molecules 

are shown in Fig. S3 in the SI. 

 From the QTAIM perspective, however, molecules in each set differ in that a BP is present 

only in one of the molecules, Hen and bph.  Because of that, when proposed by Koch and 

Popelier [38] topological criteria were to be used, the H12•••O7 interaction in Hea would not be 

characterized as a true intramolecular H-bond.  Furthermore, interactions (contacts) in Hea and 

gc cannot be characterized and their energies quantified using topological properties as a bond 

path and associated BCP is not present. 

 Considering Hen and Hea, we observe a comparable decrease in the molecular energy, when 

going from ref to fin, by –4.1 and –3.5 kcal mol
–1

, respectively.  Typically, one attributes the 
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resultant E to the presence of a stabilizing intramolecular interaction.  By analogy, the O--O 

and H--H contacts in the fin forms of gc and bph might be linked with the increase in E by +7.5 

and +4.5 kcal mol
–1

, respectively, hence classically they might be interpreted as destabilizing a 

molecule steric hindrance even though a BP is observed between ortho-H in the planar bph.   

Table 1 

Molecular graphs of fin structures of molecules investigated in this work.
a
 

molecule fin structure 

Protonated ethylenediamine 

(Hen) 

 

E = –4.1 kcal mol
–1

 

d(N7,H11) = 2.110 Å 

BCP = 0.0249 a.u. 
 

Protonated ethanolamine 

(Hea) 

 

E = –3.5 kcal mol
–1

 

d(O7,H12) = 2.259 Å 

 

Glycol 

(gc) 

 

E = +7.5 kcal mol
–1

 

d(O7,O9) = 2.553 Å 

 

Biphenyl 

(bph) 

 

E = +4.5 kcal mol
–1

 

d(H9,H16) = 1.943 Å 

BCP = 0.0144 a.u. 

 
a
 All values were obtained at the MP2 level.  E is the difference in molecular electronic energies, 

fin
E – 

ref
E, where 

ref structures of the molecules are shown in Fig. S3 in the SI. G stands for molecular fragments (marked with an 

oval) containing atoms involved in intramolecular interactions examined in this work.  

  

G

G

G

G
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4.1. Exploring the changes in the additive and self-atomic energies  

 The MP2 values of X

addE  and X

selfE  for each atom X in both conformers of Hen, Hea, gc and 

for selected atoms in bph are shown in Tables S1-S4 in the SI.  To gain further insight into 

trends in changes of atomic energies in bph, we performed IQA calculations for all atoms.  To 

this effect, needed wavefunctions obtained from the SPC at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of 

theory on the MP2-optimized fin (planar) and ref (twisted) structures of bph were used and the 

relevant results, X

addE  and X

selfE , are shown in Table S5 in the SI.  Relative to appropriate ref 

molecule changes in the atomic energies are shown in Table 2; note, that due to molecular 

symmetry in gc and bph, only values for selected atoms are included.   

 

4.1.1. Analysis concerning Hen and Hea  

 Among all atoms, the largest variations in the X

addE  and X

selfE  values are observed for N7 and 

O7; X

addE  decreased whereas X

selfE  increased.  Changes in the relevant atomic energies of the H-

atoms participating in these intramolecular interactions, H11 in Hen and H12 in Hea, follow 

similar trend but the increase in X

selfE  is larger than the decrease in their additive atomic energies.   

 Considering functional groups, we note that significant changes are also observed for atoms 

which are not directly involved in the intramolecular contact.  For comparison and illustration, 

the observed changes in the atomic energies of atoms constituting functional groups in Hen and 

Hea are schematically shown in Fig. 1 where inner and outer circles represent X

selfE  and X

addE , 

respectively, and the energy changes are color-coded (blue = decrease, brown = increase) with 

lighter color used for self-atomic energy.  Remarkably, trends in the X

selfE  and X

addE  values for 

relevant atoms of functional groups in both molecules are exactly the same even though different 

kind of intramolecular interaction is formed, e.g., X

selfE  and X

addE  decreased for H12/H13 (in Hen) 

and H10/H11 (in Hea) whereas opposite trend in atomic energies is observed for H8/H9 (in 

Hen) and H8 in Hea.    
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Table 2 

Relative to a relevant reference molecule changes in the additive and self-atomic energies.
 a 

 

atom X 
X

addE  X

selfE  atom X 
X

addE  X

selfE  

Hen Hea 

C1 –0.9 –4.7 C1 –0.7 –6.0 

H2 1.0 0.2 H2 1.0 0.2 

H3 1.6 0.3 H3 2.8 0.6 

C4 –1.3 –0.4 C4 –3.1 –2.2 

H5 –0.9 –0.3 H5 0.4 –0.4 

H6 0.1 –0.4 H6 –0.3 –0.2 

N7 –19.2 13.3 O7 –12.4 6.1 

H8 5.3 3.0 H8 5.1 1.5 

H9 4.8 1.6 N9 6.9 2.3 

N10 8.2 9.2 H10 –3.4 –1.4 

H11 –2.6 8.6 H11 –3.0 –1.1 

H12 –5.9 –2.1 H12 –2.8 3.7 

H13 –5.1 –1.8    

gc bph 

O9 9.6 –0.3 C3 –0.7 –3.5 

H10 –3.0 –1.9 C4 1.1 0.9 

C4 –1.4 –2.5 H9 –0.3 1.7 

H3 –0.1 0.5    

H6 –0.1 0.5    

   a
 All values in kcal mol

–1
 at MP2. 

 

 

Fig. 1. A schematic representation of color-coded changes (blue = decrease, brown = increase) in 

atomic energies of indicated atoms in fin forms of Hen and Hea. Inner circle represents X

selfE  

(lighter color) and outer circle represents X

addE  (darker color).   

 

 

 Considering formation of intermolecular AH•••B interactions, it is now well-documented 

(from the use of QTAIM-defined topological properties) that H-atoms are destabilized because 

their total virial-based atomic energy increases in molecules at the equilibrium geometry; this 

observation is used as one of the topological criteria to identify true H-bonds [38].  At the same 
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time, the A and B atoms of the AH•••B interaction are stabilized when compared with relevant 

values in monomers [39]. 

 It was then of interest to find out if the same trend is observed when intramolecular 

interaction is formed;  QTAIM- and IQA-defined atomic energies for all atoms of the functional 

groups (–NH2, –NH3
+
 and –OH) in Hen and Hea are shown in Table 3.  Note that each XE  

value (a change in the approximation to a virial-based total energy of an atom) was obtained by 

scaling the T
X
 value (the electronic kinetic energy of an atom) to obtain E

X
 expected for virial 

ratio equal exactly to two (the full molecular virial ratio obtained from optimization was 

2.0013).  The kinetic energy T
X
 of (i) H11 and H12 decreased by about –9 and –3 kcal mol

–1
 in 

Hen and Hea, respectively, (ii) N10 and N7 in Hen increased by about 16-17 kcal mol
–1

 and (iii) 

N9 and O7 in Hen increased by about 6 kcal mol
–1

.  Hence, when the atomic virial theorem, T
X
 

= −E
X
, is applied (it is commonly used in the QTAIM studies) then the H-atoms of the AH•••B 

interaction are destabilized (their E
H
 has increased) whereas the A and B atoms are stabilized.   

Table 3 

Relative to ref structures, changes in QTAIM- and IQA-defined atomic energies of atoms constituting 

functional groups in Hen and Hea.
a 

 

Functional 

group 
Atom X 

X

selfE  T
X
 E

X
 

Hen 

–NH2 N7 13.30 16.01 –12.83 

 H8 2.98 –4.81 4.84 

 H9 1.57 –2.95 2.98 

–NH3
+
 N10 9.16 17.50 –14.32 

 H11 8.56 –9.28 9.32 

 H12 –2.14 2.99 –2.97 

 H13 –1.84 2.69 –2.67 

Hea 

–OH O7 6.06 6.54 –4.57 

 H8 1.55 –2.51 2.52 

–NH3
+
 N9 2.31 6.30 –4.86 

 H10 –1.36 1.60 –1.59 

 H11 –1.08 1.42 –1.41 

 H12 3.71 –3.14 3.15 
a
 Energies are in kcal mol

–1
 at MP2; 

X

selfE = T
X
 + 

XX

neV  + 
XX

eeV , by definition; T
X
 - the electronic kinetic 

energy of an atom (a Hamiltonian form); E
X
 - approximation to a virial-based total energy of atom X;  
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 Also, as found from the IQA studies of intermolecular H-bonds [39], the self-atomic energies 

of all atoms in the AH•••B interaction increase and we observe exactly the same trend in both 

molecules.  Data in Table 3 clearly shows that our results compare well with QTAIM- and IQA-

based interpretation when trends in atomic energy changes of atoms participating in the AH•••B 

interaction are concerned.  Furthermore, we note that there is no difference in the trends of 

atomic energy changes between the two intramolecular interactions in Hen and Hea even though 

the latter has no BP.   

 Broadening the analysis to functional groups, we observe that all atoms of –NH3
+
 in Hen and 

Hea, but H-atoms involved in the interactions, are stabilized (their E
X
 decreased) but, as 

discussed above, different trends in these atoms X

addE  and X

selfE  values are observed.  The increase 

in the X

selfE  values is expected [33] when a significant rearrangement in the electron density 

within atomic basins is observed upon the formation of a bonding interaction.  Hence, we have 

inspected changes in net charges of atoms of the functional groups as well as –CH2– fragments – 

see Fig. 2 where +/– indicates an increase/decrease in the electron population.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.  Change (at MP2) in the electron population of atoms in Hen and Hea; minus indicates an 

outflow and plus an inflow of electrons on the interaction formation. 

 

 

 A large electron rearrangement took place throughout the molecules but the general pattern of 

the electron in- and outflow is very much the same in both molecules.  Considering atoms 

directly involved in the intramolecular interactions, we observe a large inflow of electrons to 
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heteroatoms (+21me for N7 in Hen and +12me for O7 in Hea) which is accompanied by a 

somewhat smaller outflow of electrons from H-atoms (–17me for H11 in Hen and –9me for H12 

in Hea).  In the case of remaining atoms of the functional groups we note that (i) an inflow of 

electrons is observed for N- and H-atoms of the –NH3
+
 groups in both molecules, (ii) an outflow 

of electrons took place for H-atoms of the –NH2 and –OH groups, and (iii) changes observed are 

more significant in Hen where a BP is observed.   

 All these changes facilitate an increase in charge polarization between atoms directly involved 

which must result in strengthening of the electrostatic component of the interactions; we observe 

differentiation in the charge of 38me between N7 and H11 in Hen and 21me between O7 and 

H12 in Hea.  Interestingly, also C1 atoms of both molecules (they are covalently bonded to 

heteroatoms involved in the intramolecular interactions) experience a large inflow of electrons.  

As a matter of fact, this gain in electron population is the largest among all atoms in both 

molecules.  Moreover, it appears that an increase in electron population correlates well with a 

decrease in E
X
 of atoms of functional groups in Hen and Hea, but it cannot be easily correlated 

with variation in X

selfE , e.g., (i) X

selfE  of all atoms increased in the –NH2 group of Hen even 

though a gain in electrons took place only for the N-atom, or (ii) an increase in X

selfE  is observed 

for all atoms directly involved in the interactions in Hen and Hea but only heteroatoms became 

more negative.  

 These observations prompted us to explore a broader range of properties and we found many 

trends holding for all atoms in Hen and Hea – see Table S6 and associated text in the SI – some 

of trends will be discussed in following sections.  

 

4.1.2. Analysis concerning gc   

 Focusing on O-atoms, which are involved in a steric clash in the fin (eclipsed) form of gc, 

their O

addE  values are the largest among all atoms and they increased but, interestingly, their 

O

selfE  hardly changed (see Table 2).  The increase in the O

addE  values is accompanied by a 
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significant outflow of electrons and this might be rationalized in terms of minimizing repulsion 

between O7 and O9.  Their electron population decreased by –19me and is mainly and quite 

evenly distributed among all H-atoms of a molecule; a relative change in the electron population 

in fin form of gc is shown in Fig. 3.   

 Because the nature of the O--O interaction in the forced-to-be eclipsed form of gc is very 

much different, when compared with spontaneous formation of the lowest energy conformers of 

Hen and Hea, it was of interest to find out whether trends found from the analysis of data in 

Table S6 in the SI are also reproduced in gc.  Analysis of data shown in Table S7 in the SI 

reveals significant differences and we note, e.g., that the trend-1 (when Vol
X
 < 0 and N

X
 < 0 

then X

selfE  > 0, E
X
 > 0 and XX

neV  > 0) found for Hen and Hea does not hold for O-atoms for 

which a decrease in X

selfE  takes place, or the trend-2 (when Vol
X
 > 0 and N

X
 > 0 then X

selfE  < 

0, E
X
 < 0 and XX

neV  < 0) holds for atoms of the functional –OH group but does not apply to C-

atoms for which changes in opposite directions for E
X
 and XX

neV  are observed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.  Relative to the relevant ref structure changes (at MP2) in the electron population of 

atoms in the fin forms of gc and bph; minus indicates an outflow and plus an inflow of electrons 

on the interaction formation. 

 

 

 Furthermore, the set of the following indices, X

selfE  < 0, X

addE  > 0, T
X
 < 0, XX

neV  > 0, 

XX

eeV  < 0, N
X
 < 0 and Vol

X
 < 0, which was obtained for O-atoms involved in steric clash in 

gc is (i) not observed among atoms of functional groups in Hen and Hea, and (ii) opposite to set-

(A) of indices found for the heteroatoms N7 (in Hen) and O7 (in Hea)  - see Table S6 in the SI.  
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Interestingly, there appears to be a correlation in gc which does not exist in Hen and Hea, 

namely when Vol
X
 > 0 then X

ed  < 0 (and vice versa) holds for all atoms.   

 Intuitively, the observed different trends in atomic properties might be rationalized in terms of 

totally different nature of the intramolecular interactions in gc, Hen and Hea.  However, to 

attempt a fully supported and in depth analysis of these trends on a fundamental level would be 

premature at this stage; much larger population of (de)stabilizing interactions in different 

molecules (hence different atomic environment) is required. 

 

4.1.3. Analysis concerning bhp  

 A very different picture, and, in general, opposite to what is observed in gc, emerges from the 

analysis of H-atoms involved in the steric hindrance in the planar form of bph – see Fig. 4 where 

the same schematic representation in atomic energy changes is used as described in details for 

Fig. 1.  The H

addE  values of ortho-hydrogens (see Table 2) changed marginally in a stabilizing 

manner, H

addE  = –0.3 kcal mol
–1

, but their self-atomic energies increased as observed for 

interactions in Hen and Hea.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.  A schematic representation of color-coded changes (blue = decrease, brown = increase) 

in atomic energies of indicated atoms in fin forms of gc and bph. Inner circle represents X

selfE  

(lighter color) and outer circle represents X

addE  (darker color). Negative (positive) values of N 

indicate an outflow (inflow) of electrons on the interaction formation for atoms directly 

involved. A solid line stands for a covalent bond between C-atoms.   
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Moreover, opposite trends are observed for C-atoms to which either H-atom (in bph) or O-atom 

(in gc) are bonded to: the C

addE  and C

selfE  values of (i) C4 (and C13) in bph increased whereas (ii) 

C1 (and C4) in gc decreased.  Also, an opposite trend in the electron population is observed for 

the H-atoms involved in the steric hindrance in bph when compared with clashing O-atoms of 

gc: a significant inflow, by +11me, is observed and these electrons are drawn mainly from the 

closest C-atoms of the –C5-C4-C3– fragment whereas large outflow takes place in the case of O-

atoms of gc, as shown in Fig. 3.   

 Data presented in Table 2 and Figs. 3-4 also demonstrates that, as it was the case of Hen and 

Hea, there is no clear and easy for interpretation relationship between the change in the atoms’ 

electron population and the X

selfE  values.  For instance, considering atoms involved in steric 

contacts: (i) a large outflow of electrons from O-atoms had a marginal effect on these atoms 

O

selfE  but (ii) a large inflow of electrons to H-atoms in bph is accompanied by a significant 

increase in H

selfE .  Furthermore, almost identical in value inflow of electrons is observed for all 

H-atoms of the fin form of gc (see Fig. 3) but opposite trends in their self-atomic energy changes 

are observed; H10

selfE  = –1.9 kcal mol
–1

 whereas H

selfE  = +0.5 kcal mol
–1

 is observed for H2 (and 

H3).   

 Analysis of data shown in Table S8 in the SI reveals that changes in atomic properties found 

for H9 in bph (i) are very much different when compared with O-atoms in gc; exactly opposite 

variation is observed in five properties, namely, X

selfE , T
X
, XX

neV , XX

eeV  and N
X
 (when an 

increase is observed for O-atoms then a decrease is found in these properties for ‘clashing’ H-

atoms of bph, (ii) do not compare well at all with H-atoms directly involved in the interactions 

in Hen and Hea as can be assessed from opposite trends in the T
X
, XX

neV , XX

eeV  and N
X
 

values, but most surprisingly (iii) almost replicate the trends found for heteroatoms in Hen and 

Hea; exactly the same variation is observed in six properties, namely, X

selfE , T
X
, XX

neV , XX

eeV

, N
X
 and Vol

X
.  This strongly suggests that the physical nature of the H•••H interaction in bph 
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is unique among them all as it is neither similar to that found for steric O--O contact in gc nor 

classical intramolecular interactions, N•••H in Hen or O•••H in Hea.   

 Analysis of data in Table 4 reveals that quite acceptable agreement is observed between 

B3LYP (SPC on MP2-optimized structures) and MP2 data obtained for C3, C4 and H9 (atoms of 

the bay).  The only significant discrepancy was found for E
C4

 (–0.3 and 0.1 kcal mol
–1

 at 

B3LYP and MP2, respectively), which indicates an opposite trend in this atom small energy 

change when going from ref to fin state of bph.  Hence, it is safe to conclude that C3 of the link 

between the rings is most destabilized (E
X
 = 21.6 kcal mol

–1
 at MP2) for which largest (i) 

increase in atomic volume, (ii) decrease in atomic surface and (iii) decrease in de (average 

electron density in Vol
X
) are observed (Table S8 in the SI).   

 
Table 4 

Relative to ref structure, changes in the QTAIM- and IQA-defined atomic energies for atoms in bph.
a 

 

Atom X 
X

selfE  T
X
 E

X
 

B3LYP (SPC on MP2 structures) 

C3 –3.9 –20.6 21.0 

C4 1.2 0.6 –0.3 

C5 0.5 1.2 –1.0 

C6 0.3 3.1 –2.8 

H9 1.7 6.9 –7.0 

H10 0.0 0.5 –0.5 

H11 0.0 –0.4 0.4 

MP2 

C3 –3.5 –20.6 21.6 

C4 0.9 0.8 0.1 

H9 1.7 7.8 –7.8 
a
 Energies are in kcal mol

–1
. For more details, see a footnote of Table 3.  Due to molecular symmetry, 

only data for representative atoms are included. 

 

 

Moreover, it appears that ortho-hydrogens are most stabilized (E
X
 = –7.8 kcal mol

–1
 at MP2) 

and characterized by the largest decrease in atomic volume and increase in de.  Notice that 

significant changes in atomic properties are also observed for other C-atoms of the ring in bph. 
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 To conclude this section we would like to stress that the largest changes in the additive and 

self-atomic energies are indeed observed for atoms involved in the classical intramolecular 

stabilizing interactions in the fin forms of Hen and Hea.  In case of gc, O

addE  and C

selfE  changed 

the most.  Considering bph, order(s) of magnitude smaller changes in atomic energies are 

observed altogether.  Furthermore, when the total change in the self-atomic energies of all atoms 

in molecules investigated here is considered, we found 
X

X

selfE > 0 for Hen and Hea but this 

energy term decreased for gc where steric hindrance is present.  However, the trend found for gc 

is not reproduced in bph and the 
X

X

selfE  energy term increased by about 6 kcal mol
–1

 in the 

planar bph at the B3LYP level.   

 

4.2. Exploring the changes in the diatomic interaction energies 

 We will explore now the second fundamental term in the IQA-based partitioning scheme, 

diatomic interaction energies.  It is important and informative, however, to learn first about the 

interaction energies between atoms of the selected G fragments in the ref structures of molecules 

investigated here (see Fig. S3 in the SI).  We obtained the AB

intE  values of –40.3 for {N7,H11}, –

45.0 for {O7,H12}, 111.2 for {O7,O9}, and –0.8 kcal mol
–1

 for {H8,H16} in ref structures of 

Hen, Hea, gc and bph, respectively, where corresponding interatomic distances d(A,B) were 

found to be 4.088, 3.955, 3.601 and 2.532 Å.  Clearly, even though atoms A and B in the linear 

conformers of Hen, Hea and gc cannot be seen as nearest neighbors (they are separated by two –

CH2– fragments) they strongly interact with each other.  This observation supports the approach 

taken here where variation in the diatomic interaction energies for all pairs of atoms, XY

intE , is 

accounted for without making any simplifying assumption.  From that also follows that 


AX

AX

int0.5E  (recall that this contributes to the additive atomic energy of a given atom) does not 

necessarily represent a truly localized energy term of an extensive system.   
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4.2.1. Interactions in Hen and Hea   

 Analysis of data shown in Tables S9-S12 in the SI (for convenience, selected strongest 

stabilizing and destabilizing in nature changes in diatomic interactions are shown in Table 5) 

leads to the following observations: 

- By far the largest XY

intE  values are observed for atoms of the G fragments; a change in a single 

interaction, XY

intE –55 kcal mol
–1

 for N7•••H11 and XY

intE –38 kcal mol
–1

 for O7•••H12, 

constitutes about 130 and 300% of the total change in all interaction energies in Hen and Hea, 

respectively.   

- Moreover, the N7 and O7 atoms of the G fragments in Hen and Hea, respectively, are also 

involved in other most stabilizing contributions, e.g., N7H13

intE  = –14.0 kcal mol
–1

 in Hen and 

O7H11

intE  = –12.5 kcal mol
–1

 in Hea.   

- All most significant XY

intE  values are dominated by the classical term, XY

clV .   

 
Table 5 

Most significant, stabilizing and destabilizing, contributions coming from diatomic interaction energy and 

its components in Hen and Hea.
a 

 

atoms 

X        Y 
XY

intE  XY

clV  XY

XCV  
atoms 

X        Y 
XY

intE  XY

clV  XY

XCV  

Hen 

N7 H11 –54.7 –45.2 –9.5 H8 H11 9.4 9.5 –0.1 

C4 N7 –15.0 –15.5 0.5 H9 H11 10.7 10.8 –0.1 

N7 H13 –14.0 –13.9 –0.1 N7 N10 41.2 46.8 –5.6 

Hea 

O7 H12 –37.8 –33.8 –4.0 C1 H12 10.0 10.0 0.1 

H8 N9 –12.8 –12.8 0.0 H8 H12 11.9 12.0 0.0 

O7 H11 –12.5 –12.5 0.0 O7 N9 31.9 36.2 –4.3 

 
a
 All values in kcal mol

–1
 at MP2. 

 

- A large spread in the stabilizing and destabilizing contributions is observed, but the total 

change in all diatomic interaction energies (the 



X XY

XY

int5.0 E  energy term, –41.2 (Hen) and –
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12.5 (Hea) kcal mol
–1

) significantly contributes to the stability of the fin structures and it follows 

the trend in E values of these molecules.  

- Finally, note that some interactions changed in unfavorable manner and the largest 

contributions involve heteroatoms, N7N10

intE  = 41.2 kcal mol
–1

 in Hen and O7N9

intE  = 31.9 kcal 

mol
–1

 in Hea.  Although smaller in value, they are significant and comparable with contributions 

made by the leading stabilizing N7•••H11 in Hen and O7•••H12 in Hea.  This illustrates that the 

formation of an intramolecular bonding interaction is a complex and multi-atomic ‘affair’, hence 

to understand the origin of observed E when a molecule changes from ref to fin state, all these 

changes must be accounted for.   

 

4.2.2. Analysis of interactions in gc   

 Data shown in Table 6 (see also Table S11 in the SI where a full set of data is included) 

reveals that by far much larger spread in values, when compared with Hen and Hea, is observed 

in gc.  Somewhat surprisingly, the largest change does not involve the O7--O9 contact but rather 

these atoms interactions with C-atoms.  We found XY

intE  of –283.2 kcal mol
–1

 for covalently 

bonded C1 and O9 atoms and +279.5 kcal mol
–1

 for the non-bonded C4 and O9 atoms; both 

components, XY

clV  and XY

XCV , changed a great deal but the latter considerably more.  Another 

and unexpected finding is related to the non-bonded interactions between H-atoms of the 

functional –OH groups and C-atoms.  We found H10C1

intE  = +43.9 kcal mol
–1

 involving the C-

atom to which the –OH10 group is bonded to and H10C4

intE  = –41.4 kcal mol
–1

 involving a distant 

C-atom.  As one would expect, these interactions are entirely of classical nature and much 

unexpectedly over 50% larger in value than that found for the O-atoms involved in the steric 

clash.  Due to the molecular symmetry, the transformation from the staggered to eclipsed form of 

gc generated a number of paired, opposite in nature but similar in value interactions.  Because of 

that, these large changes cancelled each other almost completely. 
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Table 6 

Most significant, stabilizing and destabilizing, contributions coming from diatomic interaction energy and 

its components in gc and bph.
a 

 

atoms 

X       Y 
XY

intE  XY

clV  XY

XCV  
atoms 

X        Y 
XY

intE  XY

clV  XY

XCV  

gc 

C1 O9 –283.2 –132.7 –150.6 O7 O9 25.8 34.0 –8.2 

C4 H10 –41.4 –42.3 0.8 C1 H10 43.9 44.8 –0.9 

O7 H10 –9.9 –9.8 –0.1 C4 O9 279.5 126.8 152.8 

bph 

H9 H16 –3.8 0.0 –3.8 C3 C4 0.7 –0.2 1.0 

C4 H16 –0.2 0.0 –0.3 C12 C13 0.7 –0.2 1.0 

H9 C13 –0.2 0.0 –0.3 C3 C12 1.1 –0.1 1.2 
 a

 All values in kcal mol
–1

 at MP2. 

 

 

 Focusing on O7O9

intE , we found that this contribution is of strong repulsive nature, 26 kcal 

mol
–1

, and dominated by a classical term.  Even though it is only third in value amongst the 

repulsive interactions and an order of magnitude smaller when compared with these atoms 

interactions with C-atoms, it is the leading interaction which counteracts the unfavorable change 

from the ref (staggered) to the fin (eclipsed) form.  Notice that the change in all diatomic 

interaction energies, and this includes also O7O9

intE  of +26 kcal mol
–1

, was found to be +17.2 kcal 

mol
–1

 and this clearly shows that all the other contributions, even though individually large, 

became less significant due to the paired interaction effect discussed above.  

 

4.2.3. Analysis of interactions in bph   

 To gain an insight on the significance of MP2 values obtained for bph (see Table 6 and Table 

S12 in the SI) it was imperative to analyze a full set of data originated from a wavefunction 

obtained from a SPC at the B3LYP level performed on the MP2 optimized structures.  To asses 

reliability of B3LYP data we compared the sums of halved interaction energies, 
AX

AX

int0.5E , 

because this energy term (i) involves contributions coming from interactions with all atoms in a 

molecule and (ii) is always generated for any atom selected for the IQA calculations, hence it 
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was also available at the MP2 level.  Relevant data obtained for representative atoms of the bay 

at both levels of theory are presented in Table 7 (a full B3LYP data set is included in Table S13 

in the SI).   

 First, one must note that the changes in this energy term obtained for atoms of interest agree 

qualitatively well and the observed at the MP2 level trends for different atoms are reproduced at 

the B3LYP level (the only exemption is the small XC-term for C4 which was found to be 0.1 and 

–0.1 kcal mol
–1

 at the MP2 and B3LYP level, respectively).  Importantly, data shown in Table 7 

clearly indicates that ortho-H atoms experience more favorable interactions with remaining 

atoms in the planar form of bph, –1.9 (MP2) and –1.8 kcal mol
–1

 (B3LYP) whereas exactly 

opposite applies to C-atoms of the link, +2.8 (MP2) and +2.2 (B3LYP). 

 
Table 7 

Comparison of indicated energy terms obtained for selected atoms of bph at the MP2 and B3LYP levels 

of theory. 

Atom A 

AX

AX

int0.5E
a
 





AX

AX

int0.5E
b
 




AX

AX

cl0.5V
b
 




AX

AX

XC0.5V
b
 

ref fin 

 MP2 

H9 –0.1183 –0.1214 –1.9 –0.1 –1.8 

C4 –0.4543 –0.4540 0.2 0.1 0.1 

C3 –0.4775 –0.4730 2.8 –0.3 3.1 

 B3LYP
c
 

H9 –0.1288 –0.1317 –1.8 –0.2 –1.6 

C4 –0.5040 –0.5038 0.1 0.1 –0.1 

C3 –0.5288 –0.5255 2.2 –0.2 2.4 
 a

 Values in a.u. 

 
b
 Values in kcal mol

–1
. 

 
c
 Values obtained from SPC performed on the MP2 optimized structures.  

 

 

 Acceptable consistency in the available MP2 and B3LYP data provided necessary confidence 

in the analysis of trends found at the B3LYP level (Table S13 in the SI).  Overall, diatomic 

interaction energies changed very little, when compared with other molecules investigated in this 

work.  Furthermore, from the analysis of 231 values of XY

intE  in bph it follows that the one 

obtained for the ortho-H atoms (i) is most significant among all, by about 2 kcal mol
–1

 in 
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absolute value, (ii) contributes in a stabilizing manner as we obtained H9H16

intE  of –3.3 kcal mol
–1

 

(–3.8 kcal mol
–1

 at the MP2) and (iii) is entirely of the exchange-correlation origin ( H9H16

clV  = 

0.003 kcal mol
–1

 was found at MP2).  We have also established (see Table S13 in the SI) that (i) 

‘clashing’ H-atoms are characterized by most significant, by about 1.5 kcal mol
–1

, stabilizing 

contribution made by these atoms interactions with remaining atoms of bph, and (ii) the same 

energy term obtained for the C-atoms of the link is the largest (by about 1.9 kcal mol
–1

) among 

all destabilizing contributions in the planar bph.   

 Finally, note that the H9•••H16 interaction is stabilizing in ref (–0.8 kcal mol
–1

) and fin (–3.8 

kcal mol
–1

) forms of bph and significantly stronger in the planar, higher energy conformer.  

Hence, it strongly suggests that this interaction does not drive a structural change from the planar 

to the lower energy conformer of bph.  

 

4.3. FAMSEC-based interpretation of intramolecular interactions 

4.3.1. Interpretation of intramolecular interactions (bonds) in Hen and Hea   

 Firstly note that the same trends in all specified energy components are observed in both 

molecules even though a BP is not present in Hea (see Table 8). Furthermore, the energy 

contributions, G
mol-attrE  of –10.8 (Hen) and –2.3 kcal mol

–1
 (Hea), which are attributed to the G 

fragments add to the overall stability of the respective molecules with AB

intE  of –54.7 (for Hen) 

and –37.8 kcal mol
–1

 (for Hea) being the largest among the contributing components.  Although 

the mol-FAMSEC values follow the general trend in E, this term is over twice as large when 

compared with E of Hen and about 30% smaller then E in the case of Hea.  This clearly 

illustrates that the computed E should not be attributed solely to the formation of the 

intramolecular interactions but is the overall result of energy-contributing changes taking place 

throughout a molecule when it changes from the ref to fin state.  
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Table 8 

Energy components used for the interpretation of intramolecular interactions in molecules investigated in 

this work.
a 

energy term 
Hen 

{N7,H11} 

Hea 

{O7,H12} 

bph 

{H9,H16} 

gc 

{O7,O9} 

G
mol-attrE  –10.8 –2.3 –0.7 13.1 

AB

intE  –54.7 –37.8 –3.8 25.8 





AX

AX

intE  –65.0 
(A = N7) 

–36.8 
(A = O7) 

–3.9 19.7 

 
–22.4 

(A = H11) 

–13.0 
(A = H12) 

– – 

HA

intE
 

–10.3 
(A = N7) 

1.0 
(A = O7) 

–0.1 –8.6 

 
32.3 

(A = H11) 
24.8 

(A = H12) 
– – 

GH
intE

 
22.1 25.8 –0.2 –12.2 





X XY

YX,

int5.0 E
 –41.2 –12.6 – 17.2 

 



X BA,Y

YX,

int5.0 E

 
13.5 25.2 – –8.7 

G
selfE  21.9 9.8 3.3 –0.5 


X

X

selfE
 26.2 3.2 – –7.2 

G
addΔE  –21.8 –15.2 –0.6 19.2 

G
loc-attrE  –32.9 –28.0 –0.5 25.3 

   
a
 All values in kcal mol

–1
. 

 

 

 Focusing on individual atoms of the G fragments, it appears that they found themselves in 

overall more favorable interatomic environment in the fin forms of the molecules because 





AX

AX

intE  < 0 (the sum of diatomic interaction energies with remaining atoms).  This is 

particularly true for N7 in Hen, the only atom of the G fragments for which the interactions with 

remaining atoms (atoms of the H fragment) also contributed in a stabilizing manner, 
HN7

intE = –

10.3 kcal mol
–1

.  Interestingly, the H-atoms the G fragments in both molecules experience most 

unfavorable interactions with atoms of the molecular fragment H; we found 
HA

intE  of 32.3 and 

24.8 kcal mol
–1

 for H11 and H12 in Hen and Hea, respectively.  Also their interfragment 
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interaction energies 
GH
intE  are unfavorable (22.1 and 25.8 kcal mol

–1
) but about 2.5 and 1.5 

times less significant than the relevant AB

intE  values of leading single diatomic interactions in 

Hen and Hea, respectively.   

 By definition, the mol-FAMSEC term accounts only for the interactions involving atoms of 

the G fragment and there are 23 out of 78 and 21 out 66 such interactions in Hen and Hea, 

respectively.  The total change in the 78 and 66 interaction energies in Hen and Hea (this 

includes AB

intE ) was found to be –41.2 and –12.6 kcal mol
–1

, respectively.  This means that the 

leading interactions constitute about 133 (N7•••H11 in Hen) and 300 (O7•••H12 in Hea) % of 

the summed energy effect of all interactions in a molecule.  Furthermore, the combined terms, 

AB

intE +
GH
intE  (this represents all possible diatomic interactions atoms of the G fragment are 

involved in) contribute –32.7 and –12.1 kcal mol
–1

 which constitutes 79 and 95% of the total 

change in diatomic interaction energies, in Hen and Hea, respectively.  Perhaps even more 

informative is comparison of contributions made by the A•••B interaction against energy 

contribution made by all remaining interactions in a molecule; for the latter we obtained 13.5 and 

25.2 kcal mol
–1

 for Hen and Hea, respectively.  This exemplifies significance of the leading 

interactions in these molecules as they contribute 4 and 1.5 times more to stability of fin forms of 

Hen and Hea, respectively, than the overall destabilizing contribution coming from all other 

interactions.   

 As expected and also shown in section 4.1.1, the self-atomic energies of atoms involved in the 

interactions increased; we found G
selfE  of 21.9 and 9.8 kcal mol

–1
 for Hen and Hea, respectively.  

Hence, there are two sources of destabilizing contributions ( G
selfE  and 

GH
intE ) and, when 

combined, one obtains 44.0 and 35.6 kcal mol
–1

 for Hen and Hea, respectively.  These values, 

however, are compensated over by AB

intE  and this is why the mol-FAMSEC term correlates well 

with a general trend observed for E for these two molecules.  Another important aspect is to 

assess relative significance of contributions made by total changes in self-atomic and interaction 
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energies.  We found 
X

X

selfE  of 26.2 and 3.2 kcal mol
–1

 which is significantly smaller (by 15 

and 9 kcal mol
–1

) for Hen and Hea, respectively, when compared with the contributions made by 

all interactions. 

 The atoms of the G fragments in Hen and Hea are characterized by G
addΔE < 0 and this can be 

easily explained by favorable energy contribution coming from the interactions with all the 

remaining atoms, 



AX

XA,

int5.0 E > A

selfE .  As a result, G
addΔE  is highly favorable in both 

molecules, –21.8 (Hen) and –15.2 (Hea) kcal mol
–1

.  Computing of all unique diatomic 

interactions in ref and fin makes it possible to generate a kind of topology of this energy change.  

This information is invaluable also in tracing the origin of trends observed in additive atomic 

energies (Table 2).  Focusing just on heteroatoms in Hen and Hea, the observed decrease in N7

addE  

(in Hen) and O7

addE  (in Hea) can be attributed mainly to stabilizing interactions with H-atoms of 

the –NH3
+
 functional groups.   

 Finally, G
loc-attrE  can be estimated by combining changes in self-atomic energies, G

selfE , and 

the interaction energy between atoms involved, AB

intE ; in both cases these molecules’ G 

fragments are highly stabilized, by about –30 kcal mol
–1

. 

 All the above demonstrates that the computed FAMSEC terms, correlate well with a classical 

notion of the stabilizing nature of the NH•••N and NH•••O intramolecular interactions.  

Furthermore, the stabilizing energy contributions made by G
loc-attrE  (confined to a molecular 

fragment G), AB

intE  (diatomic A•••B interaction) and 



AX

XA,

intE  (interactions of atom A with all 

remaining atoms in a molecule) correlate with a classical notion that the atoms of G are not 

strained on getting spontaneously involved in the stabilizing intramolecular interaction, which is 

further supported by the G
addΔE  term.  
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4.3.2. Interpretation of the steric clashes in gc and bph   

 It was imperative to establish first whether FAMSEC-based analysis can differentiate a 

classical steric clash in gc from H-bonding type of interactions and we used the same set of 

energy terms as discussed above for Hen and Hea.  A quick inspection of data shown in Table 8 

immediately reveals that the physical nature of the O•••O interaction in gc is very different when 

compared with those obtained for Hen and Hea.  Both FAMSEC terms, G
mol-attrE  and G

loc-attrE , are 

large and positive due to highly repulsive interaction O-atoms are involved in, OO

intE  = 25.8 kcal 

mol
–1

.  Furthermore, the energy terms, 



AX

AX

intE , 



X XY

YX,

int5.0 E , G
addΔE  and G

loc-attrE , are also 

large and positive (hence a net energy of the G fragment has increased) which is exactly opposite 

to what we found for a spontaneously formed stabilizing intramolecular interaction in Hen and 

Hea.  Interestingly and importantly, the highly repulsive and forced-to-be interaction between O-

atoms can be seen as predominantly, if not entirely, responsible for the increase in energy of the 

fin form of gc.  Note that, when OO

intE  is excluded, then (i) interactions of each individual O-

atom with remaining atoms (–8.6 kcal mol
–1

) (ii) interactions of the G = {O,O} fragment with 

atoms of the fragment H (–12.2 kcal mol
–1

) as well as (iii) the total change in all remaining 

interactions in the fin form of gc (–8.7 kcal mol
–1

) are all favorable.   

An increase in X

selfE  can be seen as a pre-organization energy or an energy penalty an atom 

must pay on a bonding interaction formation and all atoms directly involved in intramolecular 

interactions in Hen and Hea do indeed are characterized by larger X

selfE  values relative to the ref 

state of these molecules.  Just opposite is observed for O-atoms in eclipsed gc which strongly 

supports a general notion that they are not involved in a bonding interaction.  Also, the additive 

atomic energies of O-atoms are highly positive (they are destabilized).   

In general, data shown in Table 8 fully recovers (i) the repulsive nature of the O--O steric 

clash and its destabilizing energy contributions made to entire molecule as well as to the 

molecular fragment G which fully supports a classical notion of steric hindrance.  Finally, the 
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O7•••O9 interaction might be seen as driving a molecule to the lower energy state and this is the 

only important similarity between this interaction and those in Hen and Hea.   

 Having established that the proposed methodology was able to fully distinguish between 

classical stabilizing intramolecular interactions and steric clash, gave us confidence needed to 

interpret the steric H9--H16 contact in bph.  It became instantly obvious, from the analysis of 

data in Table 8, that its physical nature is very different than that uncovered for the O7--O9 clash 

and that ortho-H do not conform to the classical notion of strained atoms involved in steric clash.  

Also, it is apparent that the H9•••H16 interaction is not responsible for the increase in E of the 

planar form of bph because this molecular G = {H9,H16} fragment contributes (i) to the entire 

molecule ( H9H16

mol-attrE = –0.7 kcal mol
–1

) and locally ( G
loc-attrE  = –0.5 kcal mol

–1
) in a stabilizing 

manner as well as its interactions with atoms of H, the interfragment energy component (
HA

intE  

= –0.2 kcal mol
–1

) is stabilizing.  Furthermore, the observed H9H16

intE = –3.8 kcal mol
–1

 and 





H9X

XH9,

intE = –3.9 kcal mol
–1

 might be seen as driving the twisted (lowest energy) conformer to 

the planar form of bph.   

 Hence, if the H9--H16 contact is not responsible for the higher energy of the planar bph from 

the FAMSEC perspectives, then what is?  To pursue the source of planar bph instability we 

decided to apply the same protocol to C-atoms of the bay.  This is because (i) each C-atom of the 

link (C3 and C12) was shown here to be involved in most unfavorable change in the interaction 

energy with remaining atoms, the 
C3X

C3X

intE  term, and (ii) these atoms were indicated previously 

[40,41] as primarily responsible for the lower stability of the planar form of bph.  It has also 

been reported [42] that the largest increase in QTAIM-defined atomic energies, by 22 kcal mol
–1

 

at the HF/6-311++G(d,p) level, was obtained for the C-atoms linking the two rings (we obtained 

21.6 kcal mol
–1

 at MP2).  Moreover, most stabilized, by –8.2 kcal mol
–1

 at HF, were H-atoms of 

the bay (we obtained –7.8 kcal mol
–1

 at MP2).  The analysis of changes in Bader’s atomic 

energies of all atoms in bph [41], when going from ref to fin, lead to the conclusion (in 
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agreement with the earlier report [40]) that the increase in the energy of C-atoms of the link 

overwrites the decrease in the atomic energies of H-atoms involved in the clash.  Furthermore, a 

very recent report [43] pointed at the C-atoms to which ortho-hydrogens are bonded to as the 

main cause of destabilization of the planar form of bph.  

 We decided to select additional molecular fragments G made of atoms of the bay, {C3,C12} 

and {C4,C13}, and applied the FAMSEC-based approach.  Obtained relevant data for these 

fragments as well as G = {H9,H16} (the latter for convenience and to facilitate comparison) are 

included in Table 9.  Focusing on the H9•••H16 interaction, it is seen that, in general, opposite in 

sign changes in these energy terms, when compared with those observed for the fragments made 

of C-atoms of the bay, are taking place.  Most importantly, the G
mol-attrE  values of +3.2 and +2.5 

kcal mol
–1

 obtained for {C3,C12} and {C4,C13}, respectively, clearly show that these fragments 

destabilize the planar form of bph.  In the case of {C3,C12}, large and positive values of these 

C-atoms interactions with remaining atoms of bph, 
GH
intE  = 9.1 kcal mol

–1
, in combination with 

somewhat repulsive interaction between them ( AB

intE  = 1.1 kcal mol
–1

) adds significantly to 

instability of the planar form.  Note that the 
GH
intE  energy term overwrites a significant decrease 

in G
selfE  and interestingly, because G

selfE = –7 kcal mol
–1

 dominates AB

intE  of 1.1 kcal mol
–1

, one 

observes locally stabilizing contribution of this fragment, G
loc-attrE = –5.9 kcal mol

–1
.  This overall 

effect can be seen as a competition between this fragment effective (destabilizing) and net 

(stabilizing) energy.  This finding correlates well with a decrease in A

addE  of these atoms (see 

Table 2) which was also reported recently from the IQA and Hirshfeld atomic energy 

partitioning methods at the B3LYP level [42].   

 Quite a different picture emerges from analysis of the data obtained for the G = {C4,C13} 

fragment for which (i) ‘small’ but still unfavorable 
GH
intE  is observed and (ii) the change in the 

self-atomic energies appears to be mainly responsible for destabilizing contributions coming 
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from the G
mol-attrE  and G

loc-attrE  terms; in this case both changes, in the fragment’s effective and net 

energies, are unfavorable.  

 
Table 9 

Energy components used for the interpretation of indicated molecular fragments in bph.
a 

 

energy term 
molecular fragment G 

{H9,H16} {C3,C12} {C4,C13} 

G
mol-attrE  –0.7 3.2 2.5 

AB

intE  –3.8 1.1 0.1 





AX

AX

intE  –3.9 5.6 0.3 

HA

intE

 

–0.1 4.5 0.3 

GH
intE

 
–0.2 9.1 0.5 

G
selfE  3.3 –7.0 1.9 

G
addΔE  –0.6 –1.4 2.2 

G
loc-attrE  –0.5 –5.9 2.0 

    
a
 All values in kcal mol

–1
. 

 

 

 Hence, our results partly agree with the earlier reports [40–42] in that either only C-atoms of 

the bay [40,41] or only C-atoms to which ortho-H are bonded to [43] were found as main 

contributors to instability of planar bph.  The apparent difference in conclusions arrived at [40–

42] can be attributed to the fact that these interpretations were mainly based on C-atoms atomic 

energies, virial [40,41] and IQA/FOHI [42] (FOHI stands for fractional occupation iterative 

Hirshfeld [43]).  However, the FAMSEC-based interpretation, which involves all atomic 

energies in combination with all diatomic interactions throughout entire molecule, revealed that 

all C-atoms of the bay contribute (through different energy components) unfavorably to 

molecular energy of planar bph.  

 It is a well-known fact that the diatomic distance d(C3,C12) is larger in the planar bph (we 

obtained d(C3,C12) = 0.012 Å at MP2).  Obviously, one can speculate that this is the natural 
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result of accommodating clashing H-atoms and this can be seen as a simple and reasonable 

argument which also agrees with a chemists’ intuition.  However, as has been shown in this 

work, the increase in energy of the forced-to-be planar form is not coming from the energy 

contributions made by ortho-hydrogens.  Even though ortho-H atoms found themselves in the 

steric clash position in planar bph, their physical properties do not follow trends found for O-

atoms in eclipsed form of gc but rather mimic those found for stabilized heteroatoms of Hen and 

Hea.  To support this and for convenience, relevant energy terms are placed in Table 10.  

Although some energy term in Table 10 were discussed in details in previous sections, 

combining them together provides a compelling evidence that the H--H contacts in planar bph 

show (i) many characteristics of a bonding interaction; notice that all parameters related to the 

classical intramolecular H-bonding in Hen and Hea agree entirely with those obtained for ortho-

hydrogens whereas (ii) not a single parameter found for atoms of the {O7,O9} fragment 

correlates well with relevant data found for ortho-hydrogens, exactly opposite trends are seen.   

 
Table 10 

Comparison of energy components obtained for indicated atoms.
a 

atom A 
A

addE  A

selfE  AB

intE  T
X
 

XX

neV  XX

eeV  N
X
 

G
mol-attrE  G

loc-attrE  

O7 (gc) 9.6 –0.3 25.8 –1.8 44.3 –42.8 –0.019 13.1 25.3 

H9 (bph) –0.3 1.7 –3.8 7.8 –10.8 4.7 0.011 –0.7 –0.5 

N7 (Hen) –19.2 13.3 –54.7 16.01 –84.89 82.18 0.021 –10.8 –32.9 

O7 (Hea) –12.4 6.1 –37.8 6.54 –45.32 44.84 0.012 –2.3 –28.0 
a G are the molecular fragments indicated in Table 1. All values in kcal mol

–1
. 

 

 As this work has clearly evidenced, the property of an interaction and its strength strongly 

depend on the environment in which such an interaction occurs.  Hence, even though stabilizing 

energy contribution made to a molecule by the CH•••HC interaction was demonstrated, it does 

not imply that all such interactions, when in different molecules, will exhibit exactly the same 

characteristics.  It is reasonable to assume that many might indeed destabilize a molecule even 

when AB

intE < 0; clearly each case deserves an in depth investigation and interpretation.  
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 Finally, three expressions for the mol-FAMSEC term are proposed here and it was of interest 

and importance to compare them because (i) different energy terms are used to compute 

fragment attributed changes in the energy of a molecular system and (ii) time required to 

compute the mol-FAMSEC term defined in Eq. 7 can easily be orders of magnitude larger when 

compared with time needed in the case of making use of Eqs. 14 and 17.  For that purpose we 

used data obtained for Hen, Hea and gc because a full IQA analysis at the MP2 level was 

performed on these molecules.  We found that the mol-FAMSEC terms computed from Eqs. 14 

and 17 differed only by a fraction of kcal mol
–1

 from that obtained from Eq. 7.  We obtained 

differences, (Eq. 14 – Eq. 7) and (Eq. 17 – Eq. 7), of 0.04, 0.22 and –0.28 kcal mol
–1

 for Hen, 

Hea and gc, respectively.  These ‘small’ differences are entirely caused by different sources used 

to compute interaction energy terms.  Just as an example, when individual interaction energies 

were used to compute the interfragment energy term 
GH
intE  for Hea we obtained 25.52 kcal mol

–1
 

whereas the same energy contribution computed from Eq. 17 (where provided in AIMAll 

software 
AX

AX

int5.0 E  energy terms are used) resulted in 25.75 kcal mol
–1

 (a difference of 0.22 

kcal mol
–1

).  Furthermore, we traced the origin of the observed 0.22 kcal mol
–1

 difference and 

established that 0.16 and 0.06 kcal mol
–1

 came from interactions involving O7 and H12 with 

remaining atoms in a molecule, respectively.  In general, these results indicate that all three mol-

FAMSEC terms are fully comparable and this confirms that there is no absolute need to compute 

all the possible diatomic interaction energies making applicability of the proposed protocol 

feasible for large(r) molecular systems.   

 

5. Conclusions 

 The interaction energy between A and B atoms, AB

intE , involved in an intramolecular 

interaction can be computed, e.g., by the use of the IQA energy and charge decomposition 

method.  Although useful, this information is not sufficient to explain whether the interaction of 

interest, even when attractive in nature, AB

intE < 0, is (de)stabilizing a molecule as a whole.  Two 
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fragment attributed molecular system energy change (FAMSEC) terms: to the entire molecule,

G
mol-attrE = G

effE , and localized to the fragment, G
loc-attrE  = G

netE  (where G
effE  and G

netE  stand for 

the IQA-defined effective and net , respectively, energy of a molecular fragment) are proposed 

here.  These atoms are treated as components of a selected molecular fragment G whereas the 

remaining atoms of a molecule are seen as an additional molecular fragment H.  FAMSEC is an 

IQA-entrenched concept; hence, it accounts for changes in (i) one-body (self-atomic) and (ii) 

two-body (interaction energy between A and B as well as all interactions these two atoms are 

involved in with the atoms of the fragment H) molecular energy components when a molecular 

system undergoes a transformation from an arbitrarily selected reference (ref) state to its final 

(fin) structure where the A•••B interaction takes place.  When a molecular system changes from 

ref to fin then the geometry of atoms XH can also change resulting in somewhat different 

density and charge distributions.  In the proposed protocol, the geometric deformation energy of 

atoms XH is, although indirectly, accounted for to some extent.  This is because these two 

changes in the atoms’ physical properties, in addition to their different 3D placement in ref and 

fin states, must also contribute to the computed change in the interaction energy between atoms 

of the two fragments, G and H.   

 The nature of classical (i) stabilizing N•••H and O•••H interactions in the protonated forms of 

ethylenediamine (Hen) and ethanolamine (Hea), respectively, and (ii) destabilizing O--O steric 

contact in the eclipsed form of glycol (gc) was fully recovered.  Focusing on the G fragments of 

the N•••H and O•••H interactions, their local ( G
loc-attrE ) and on a molecular scale ( G

mol-attrE ) energy 

contribution were stabilizing the respective molecules but exactly opposite trend was found for 

the G = {O,O} fragment in gc.  Moreover, the origin of these interactions was explored.  For 

each individual atom in N•••H and O•••H, the additive atomic energy decreased due to favorable 

interactions with remaining atoms but self-atomic energies increased, as expected, on 

involvement in attractive and highly stabilizing intramolecular H-bonding; however, exactly 
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opposite trends were found again for the O-atoms in gc.  Data obtained also suggest that the 

NH•••H in Hen, NH•••O in Hea and O•••O in gc might be seen as leading interactions which 

drive a molecule to the lowest energy state.  In general, we have obtained a fully consistent 

description of these interactions and, importantly, it entirely agrees with chemists’ intuition and 

knowledge.   

 Finally, using the same methodology, we investigated the planar and twisted conformers of 

biphenyl, bph.  Results showed that the higher energy of the planar bph can be attributed to all 

C-atoms of a bay but the origin of their contributions is different.  Unfavorable changes in 

interactions between the molecular fragment G = {C3,C12} (C-atoms linking the rings) and 

remaining atoms of bph were found responsible for G
mol-attrE > 0.  Furthermore, destabilizing and 

comparable in value G
mol-attrE  term was also found for the remaining C-atoms of the bay, G = 

{C4,C13}, but the main contribution came from these atoms’ self-atomic energies.  On the other 

hand, considering the G = {H,H} fragment consisting of ortho-hydrogens, we have established 

that different energy contributions made by this fragment (i) do not conform to steric clash as 

observed in the case of O-atoms in the eclipsed gc, (ii) resemble stabilizing interactions in Hen 

and Hea and (iii) cannot be linked with an increase of energy of the bph when in the planar 

form.  Moreover, changes in physical properties of ortho-hydrogens and heteroatoms in Hen and 

Hea follow exactly the same trends on the intramolecular interaction formation whereas exactly 

opposite trends were found for O-atoms in the case of the O--O contact formation.  Furthermore, 

we have found that (i) the H•••H interaction is attractive in in both, twisted and planar, forms of 

bph and significantly stronger in the higher energy conformer ( H9H16

intE  = –3.8 kcal mol
–1

 at 

MP2) and (ii) the sum of these atoms interactions with remaining atoms of planar bph (atoms of 

the molecular fragment H) is small but attractive (
HH

intE  = –0.1 kcal mol
–1

 at MP2); hence, this 

clearly suggests that the H--H contacts do not drive a structural change from the planar to lower 

energy, twisted form of bph. 
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 Results obtained here clearly show that the FAMSEC terms are equally applicable to any kind 

of diatomic intramolecular interaction, regardless if they contribute in a (de)stabilizing manner 

and whether atoms involved are QTAIM or covalently (non)bonded.  Also, although not 

investigated in this work, one should be able to (i) examine contributions made by polyatomic 

fragments of any size, e.g., functional groups and (ii) investigate intermolecular interactions; we 

hope to report our finding on such molecular systems soon.   

 We have demonstrated that the mol-FAMSEC term can also and conveniently be computed 

from derived expressions which require energy terms related only to the selected two atoms of 

the molecular fragment of interest.  This makes computing of the derived mol-FAMSEC terms 

order(s) of magnitude less time demanding and investigation of interactions in large(r) molecules 

or molecular clusters feasible.   
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